The Call of the Drums
Call of the Drums is my personal approach to shower
Love, Light and Laughter into our world. Besides
Concerts, Drum Circles and Trance-Dance events I offer
Shamanic retreats, individual sessions and a training for
Shamanic Ritual.
I emphasize very much on Live Music in my events. Not
only because I am a musician. but for the quality that live
music brings to any situation. It is uplifting and energizing
and excites our natural ability for Ecstasy. Music,
movement and dance are able to unleash the full
potential of our human „incarnation“.
Together with various co-musicians my approach is to
create a special energy field for people to move and to
get in touch with their „deeper levels“.

Music on CD
Various CD‘s with music for rituals,
dancing, listening, meditating,
relaxing. This is a selection of
albums which are available in shops
or through the internet:
Available CDs (excerpt):
By Rishi & Harshil:

Forget Your Limitations A TranceDance Journey

Shaman‘s Return A Shamanic Experience Meditation
By Rishi:

Healing Sounds I
Deeply relaxing sounds of overtones

TranceFormation Inner Movie Music
By VeetSandeh, AtmoRavi, Rishi:

Sounds from Hellcreek Soft, meditative and gentle
By HAMSAFAR:

Lifeprints Melodic groovy World Music
to listen and buy:
www.callofdrums.com,
iTunes.com and CD-Baby.com
rishivlote.bandcam.com/music
rishiharshil.bandcamp.com/music
hamsafar.bandcam.com/music
Please find and like me on Facebook:
Facebook.com/RishiVlote

My name is Rishi. I am a German
born multi-instrumentalist, music
producer and workshop facilitator.
I perform with world music artists
like Hamsafar, Prem Joshua,
Milarepa, Rishi & Harshil, Rishi &
Dhwani and various other musical
projects.

About me

I teach shamanic rituals and
facilitate drum events and workshops. During the many years as a
drummer I have expanded my
contemporary drum kit to quite a
unique range of world percussion
instruments.
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In my spiritual quest I met Osho
and Frank Natale which inspired
me to integrate live music with
meditation and shamaninic ritual.

Co-Musicians &
Co-Facilitators
I am blessed and honored to work
with
many
outstanding
international musicians and coleaders. Amongst them my dear
musical brothers Harshil Chiostri
(Italy) and Dhwani Wil Zapp
(Germany), as well as Alan
Lowen (UK), Andrea Brecht
(Germany), Balla Nar Rose
N‘Diaye (Senegal), Chintan
Relenberg (Germany), Deva
Dinraj (USA) Heera Müller, Julia
Knezevic (Germany), Inin Nini
(Latvia), Maok (Slovakia), Mikael
Kei (Norway), Milarepa (USA),
Nirava Dainotto (Italy), Olivia Olla
Palmer (UK), Petra Cegla,
Roland Burkhard, Shakya Grahe
(Germany), Tarisha Seligman
(UK), Wolfgang Ortner
(Switzerland), Zdenek Vilimek
(Czech Republic) and other
teachers and musicians in the
field of spirituality, dance and
trans-formational movement.

mobile Germany +49 163 1633406
mobile Italy :
+39 334 2390930
e-mail: m.e.m@gmx.de
www: callofdrums.com

Contact & Booking:

Trance-forming
Live Music
Experience

TranceDance
How does your body feel from inside...
when you dance with closed eyes? What informations are
revealed, when you let go of control and follow the
sponaneous impulses and let yourself be „danced“ in a
space full of music, sounds, voices and rhythm...
TranceDance is an ancient spiritual practice - energizing,
inspiring, expressive and fun. A dynamic mix of percussive
rhythms, enchanting sounds, transformative breathing and
the use of a blindfold are the tools to open doorways to
healing, clearing and guidance.
Dancing as an inner journey to invite and reconnect to the
qualities and wisdom of our soul, Mother Nature and the
spiritual realms.

Healing Sound Bath
Healing Sound Bath - an invitation to relax and dissolve in
our sound pool - opening all the senses to allow the sound
waves of our instruments and voices to enter through all
layers, taking you onto a healing journey also called as
Dreamtime journey

Shamanic Retreats
Shamanic Ritual Retreats give you time to re-connect
to the sacred space inside yourself. In ceremonial
healing rituals, we take time out from everyday life and
touch down to another reality of meditation and dance,
heartful encounter, mindful action and playful creativity
to recharge and get energized, heal old wounds,
reorientate and meet new friends.
Active and passive Rituals and Meditations help you to
dive into and express the deepest levels of your soul and
truth. Remember your purpose and get inspiration and
motivation to try new techniques, allowing you to step
out of your daily routine.
A lifechanging experience...

Shamanic Journey - connecting to the soul

A variation of my instrument setup

Live music is an essential ingredient to our retreats and
events. The impact and quality of live played instruments is
a powerful support for the participants to be fully present
and to emerge into the Trance - an enhanced state of
awareness.

Spontaneously created Live Music transports you into the
Here & Now and enables your body to resonate with the
harmonious vibrations of our Sound Bath of voices and
sonicly enhanced instruments, which generate full, rich,
clear sound waves and harmonic overtones, which work
on all physical and energetic levels - creating stimulating
vibrations to support deep relaxation up to the cellular
level.

Introduction and instruction circle for a Ritual

In Dance we connect spiritual and material world through
our body and heart, thus re-open channels to our deepest
layers of memories. Letting the body move on it‘s own and
expressing emotions in dance, enables us to heal old
wounds and traumas on a direct cellular level, gain clarity
and direction and resolve old conflicts.
Ceremonies and Rituals help to unify our individual
energies. We create a sacred space of trust and security for
every participant. Joining our forces in a ceremony
generates a strong energetic momentum for every
participant. Rituals enhance the process and supports
every participants sense for trust, courage and belonging.

Dance your way to Freedom

Open air TranceDance - feet in the soil

Masks - creativity and healing

